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Effects of SiC Coating of Carbon Fiber on Mechanical Properties
in Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced Al Matrix Composite

A356 Al composites reinforced by short carbon fiber were prepared through the 2-step process: fabrication of a composite
precursor and ultrasonication of the precursor melt. The short carbon fibers were coated with 0.15~1.5 μm thick SiC layer by a carbothermal reaction, and an amount of the carbon fiber reinforcement was determined to be 1.5 vol.% and 4.0 vol.%, respectively.
The addition of the carbon fiber increased the hardness of A356 alloy. However, tensile strength did not increase in the as-cast
composites regardless of the SiC coating and volume fraction of the carbon fiber, due to the debonding which reduced load transfer
efficiency from matrix to fiber at the interface. After T6-treatment of the composites, a significant increase in strength occurred only
in the composite reinforced by the SiC-coated short carbon fiber, which was considered to result from the formation of a precipitate
improving the Al/SiC interfacial strength.
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1. Introduction
Carbon fiber has been adopted as a reinforcement for
polymer matrix composites used in automotive and aerospace
industries because of its low density, high strength and stiffness, low thermal expansion, and low chemical reactivity [1].
These merits have also expanded the application of carbon
fiber to the field of metal matrix composite (MMC), especially
aluminum matrix composite for high specific strength and stiffness [2]. Al matrix composites reinforced by carbon fiber has
been manufactured mainly by liquid-based process due to low
cost and simplicity in process, and the methods are classified
largely into stir casting using short carbon fiber (SCF) [3-5]
and infiltration of liquid aluminum into a preform of continuous (long) carbon fiber [6,7]. The composites reinforced by the
continuous fiber show generally superior mechanical properties
due to continuity and high volume fraction of fiber [8], but the
shape of a product is limited in complexity depending on the
shape of the preform. In this regard, the casting method using
SCF is much useful in manufacturing the complex-shaped Al-CF
composite components.
In manufacturing the carbon fiber reinforced aluminum
composite by stir casting, the poor wettability between aluminum and carbon fiber causes insufficient dispersion, resulting
1

in the agglomeration of SCFs and the formation of micro-void
at between the agglomerated fibers due to lack of filling [3,4].
Also, the formation of a brittle Al4C3 phase due to reaction at
the interface between liquid Al and SCF decreases the mechanical properties in the composite [9]. As a method to improve the
wettability and stability at the interface, many researchers have
focused on various coating materials of carbon fiber [5,10,11]
and silicon carbide (SiC) coating can be a good candidate. SiC
has relatively low contact angle of 79o at 973 K with the molten
Al (relatively better wettability) [12], and SiC particulate has
been used as a useful reinforcement for aluminum matrix composite although SiC forms the Al4C3 phase at the interface due
to reaction with Al matrix. However, the formation of Al4C3 in
SiC composite can be suppressed effectively with a reduction
of process temperature [13] and an increase of Si content in
Al matrix [14]. I.-H. Kim et al. [15] have observed in SEM-EDS
analysis that SiC coating layer on carbon fiber was stable without
notable degradation for 180 min in pure Al melt of 973 K and for
30 min at 1073 K. Also, Y. Liu and B. Kindl [16] reported that
the Al4C3 phase was not formed at 1023 K in Al-6.5wt%Si alloy
through the re-formation of SiC by the reaction of the formed
Al4C3 phase with silicon in the molten Al alloy. From the above
results, it was expected that it would be possible to improve the
wettability and to suppress the formation of the Al4C3 phase by
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coating SiC on the SCF and lowering the casting temperature of
SCF reinforced composites with high Si content.
In this study, as a part of basic research on A356 Al
(6.5~7.5wt.%Si) composite reinforced by SiC-coated short
carbon fiber, the effects of SiC coating on mechanical properties
were investigated in the composites fabricated at the temperature
of maximum 973 K using a 2-step casting process.

2. Experimental
Bundles of the short carbon fiber with about 7 μm in diameter and a few mm in length (TENAX 201-Pelletized Chopped
Product, Toho Tenax America, Inc.) were used as a starting reinforcement material. The bundles were separated into individual
short fibers by ultrasonic cavitation for 5 hrs in acetone. Some
short fibers were dispersed again in silica sol and dried in air,
resulting in silica-coated carbon fibers. A carbothermal reduction
of the silica coating layer to silicon carbide (SiC) was performed
for 1 hr at 1773 K in argon atmosphere, followed by furnace
cooling. SCF reinforced A356 Al composites were manufactured
through a 2-step process using the uncoated and the SiC-coated
SCFs, respectively. As the first step, the SCFs were fabricated to
a very thin sheet with a mesh (net)-like structure, and the thin fiber
sheets and 2 mm thick A356 Al plates were alternately stacked
so that the volume of fiber was 1.5 vol.% and 4.0 vol.%, respectively. Subsequently, to fabricate a bulk composite precursor, they

were heated to 933 K above the melting point (830~886 K) of
A356 in a chamber filled with argon gas, while being pressed
by the dead weight of 1kg. As the second step to disperse the
SCFs homogeneously in A356 Al matrix, the bulk composite
precursors were re-melted at 973 K in a graphite crucible under
Ar environment, then, an ultrasonic wave was applied into the
melt for 10 min. The as-cast composites were solution-treated for
210 min at 803 K and T6-treated for 180 min at 428 K.
The effects of SiC coating on mechanical properties were
investigated using Vickers hardness tester and tensile test machine. Vickers hardness test (HM-21, Mitutoyo, Japan) was performed for 30 sec in 10 g force, and tensile test (DTU-900MHA,
Daekyung, Korea) at a strain rate of 5×10–3 s–1.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Production of composites
Fig. 1 shows the SEM micrographs of fibers at each step
in the process of forming the SiC coating layer. Fig. 1(a) is an
image of a chopped bundle of SCFs with about 7 μm diameter.
After ultrasonication in acetone and silica sol, each fiber was
coated by nano-sized silica, showing a smooth surface (Fig. 1(b)).
By subsequent carbothermal reduction reaction of silica layer
with carbon fiber, the silica coating layer was transformed to
the SiC one (Fig. 1(c)) and EDS results on each surface indicate

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of (a) as-received (bundle), (b) silica-coated and (c) SiC-coated short carbon fibers. EDS analysis was carried out on
the surface of the carbon fiber in (b) and (c), respectively
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the formation of SiC due to the reaction. The thickness of the
SiC layer was measured in the range from 150 nm to 1.5 μm [8].
In this study, four kinds of composites and an A356 Al ingot
as a reference material were prepared through the 2-step casting
process, and the compositions of the composites are shown in
Table 1. The small amount of SCF of 1.5 and 4.0 vol.%, respectively, were chosen to maximize the effect of SiC coating while
minimizing that of volume fraction on mechanical properties.
Fig. 2 shows the optical micrographs of the as-cast composites
containing the uncoated and SiC-coated SCF reinforcement
dispersed by ultrasonic wave. The SCFs were separated well
into individual fibers without any clusters unfilled by A356
melt, indicating that the ultrasonication was very useful in
dispersing SCFs.
Table 1
The compositions of the composites produced in this study
Designation

Matrix

Volume of SCF (%)

Coating

A356
Al-1.5CF
Al-4.0CF
Al-S1.5CF
Al-S4.0CF

A356
A356
A356
A356
A356

—
1.5
4.0
1.5
4.0

—
uncoated
uncoated
SiC coated
SiC coated

3.2. Mechanical Properties of composites
Mechanical properties in a composite material are affected
by volume fraction of a reinforcement, type of a reinforcement
such as species, size and aspect ratio, characteristics of an interface such as a reaction and bonding strength, and lattice coherency at the interface such as incoherency and semi-coherency.
From the viewpoint of lattice coherency at the interfaces, Al
matrix and the SiC layer are possible theoretically to form the
semi-coherent interface with lattice mismatch of 0.071 whereas
the Al/CF interface is incoherent, considering the habit planes
and lattice constants among Al (fcc, lattice constant 0.405 nm),
SiC (fcc, lattice constant 0.436 nm) [17] and CF (graphite-like
structure, d200 0.344 nm) [18,19]. However, the grain size of SiC
formed by carbothermal reduction is as small as under 100 nm
[17]. Thus, a number of the small SiC grains in the coating layer
have random orientations, resulting in forming the incoherent Al/
SiC interface with no specific habit plane. Also, the shape and
size of the SCF reinforcement used in this study are the same
in the four composites. As a result, in this work, the effects of
shape, size, and interfacial incoherency was not considered in
comparing on mechanical property, and the effects of SiC coating
was discussed mainly in point of characteristics of the interface
such as bonding strength and the formation of flaw.

Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of as-cast composites containing uncoated and SiC-coated short carbon fiber reinforcement dispersed by ultrasonic
wave. (a) Al-1.5CF, (b) Al-4.0CF, (c) Al-S1.5 and (d) Al-S4.0CF
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3.2.1. Tensile strength
Table 2 summarizes the mechanical properties in as-cast
and T6 treated composites, respectively. In cases of the as-cast
composites, as seen in Table 2, the addition of SCF reinforcement
did not influence the strength and deformation behavior regardless of SiC coating and SCF volume fraction. This means that
the lack of fiber reinforcing efficiency is due to the debonding
by weak bonding strength between Al matrix and carbon fiber.
During tensile plastic deformation of the Al-SCF composite
materials, high shear stress occurs at the interface due to the difference of stiffness between Al matrix and SCF reinforcement.
At this time, if the bonding strength is low at the interface, the
stress will cause the debonding due to the formation of void
and/or cracking at the interface after yielding of Al matrix (but,
SCF still behaves elastically). The debonding reduces a load
transferability from matrix to fiber at the interface, resulting in
a decrease of the strengthening effect by SCF reinforcement.
As seen in Table 2, the tensile strength was not increased in the
as-cast Al-S1.5CF and Al-S4.0CF including SiC-coated SCF,
either. According to the report of A.C. Ferro and B. Debby [14],
the wettability between Al and SiC increased at a temperature
above 1273 K. Based on this, it is considered that the wettability
improvement by SiC coating could not occur in the composite
materials of this study that were ultrasonic-treated at 973 K
and solidified. SEM images of fracture surfaces are shown in
Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) are the representative SEM images in
uncoated SCF reinforced composites, Al-1.5CF and Al-4.0CF.
Al matrix and SCF were separated cleanly and clearly at the

interface between them. Also, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the fiber
was pulled out, and a crevice was formed at the interface, resulting from the difference in deformation between matrix (plastic)
and SCF (elastic). These SEM images clarify that the debonding
interrupted a load transfer from matrix to fiber, suppressing the
strengthening effect by SCF.
On the other hand, the tensile strengths in T6-treated
composites increased overall due to precipitation hardening
of the Al matrix (see Table 2). Fig. 4 shows the tensile stressplastic strain curves in T6-treated composites. As can be seen
in Fig. 4(a), in the composite materials including uncoated
SCF, the strength increase by the reinforcement did not occur
at all even after the T6-treatment, indicating that the bonding characteristics at the interface was not improved by the
T6-treatment. However, a remarkable increase in strength was
observed in the T6-treated composites reinforced by SiC-coated
SCF, as shown in Fig. 4(b). This improvement means that the
interface is strengthened enough to transfer load from matrix
to SCF by T6-treatment. Indeed, as seen in the fracture surface
of Fig. 3(c), the Al/SiC interface was still bonded until the
fracture of the specimen, and rather, the debonding occurred
at the SiC/CF interface. W.Q. Song et al. [20] have observed
the formation of a precipitate by aging at the interface between
Al6061 matrix and SiC particle, and H. Ribes et al. [21] reported
a spinel phase (MgAl2O4) formation at the A356/SiC interface.
P. Liu et al. [22] have observed in detailed TEM analyses that
the MgAl2O4 phase was formed at the interface in Al2024/SiC
particulate composite fabricated by powder metallurgy (hot
pressing at 853 K), and both interfaces of Al/MgAl2O4 and
TABLE 2

Tensile properties of the composite materials

Al
Al-1.5CF
Al-4.0CF
Al-S1.5CF
Al-S4.0CF

YS
(MPa)

97.3
101.8
104.7
97.6
100.9

As-cast
UTS
(MPa)

168.4
175.4
171.3
169.1
176.7

Plastic
Elongation(%)

4.2
5.3
4.3
4.7
5.6

YS
(MPa)

122.3
119.7
119.1
172.0
186.9

UTS
(MPa)

194.9
200.6
199.2
232.3
246.7

T6-treated

Plastic
Elongation(%)

5.3
4.7
4.5
4.9
4.5

* All values are the average ones measured from three specimens

Fig. 3. SEM images of fracture surfaces after tensile test. (a) as-cast Al-1.5CF, (b) as-cast 4.0CF and (c) T6-treated Al-S4.0CF

Hardness
(HV, 10g)

62.8
81.2
82.1
109.1
113.1
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Fig. 4. Representative tensile stress vs. plastic strain curves in T6-treated composites reinforced by (a) uncoated and (b) SiC-coated short carbon
fibers

MgAl2O4/SiC had semi-coherency, implying that the formation
of the MgAl2O4 can contribute to the increase in strength. From
these observation results, it could be deduced carefully that
the remarkable strengthening of the Al/SiC interface resulted
from the formation of a precipitate phase at the interface by
T6-treatment, and considering the elongations, the interface
was strengthened enough to endure the flow stress during the
tensile test.

3.2.2. Vickers hardness
Vickers hardness values in the T6-treated composites
are shown in Table 2. Unlike the tensile test results, hardness
increased even in uncoated SCF reinforced composites, which
resulted from compressive deformation behavior in hardness test.
When a load is applied to the indenter of the Vickers hardness
tester, the material around the indenter is subjected to compressive stress, and in the compressed state, the debonding due to the
formation of cracks or voids at the interface is highly suppressed.
As a result, the SCF acted as a barrier against the deformation of
the Al matrix regardless of SiC coating, resulting in an increase
of hardness. These Vickers hardness results support obviously
that the reason why the tensile strength did not increase in the
T6-treated composite including uncoated SCF (Fig.4 (a)) is the
debonding due to low interfacial strength.

evenly were manufactured without mechanical stirring. In the
as-cast composites, an increase of tensile strength by SCF reinforcement did not occur regardless of the SiC coating, which
resulted from the interruption of load transfer efficiency from
matrix to fiber due to the debonding at the Al/SCF interface.
However, after T6-treatment, the SiC-coated SCF reinforced
composite exhibited a significant increase in strength, and this
improvement was considered to be due to the formation of
a precipitate strengthening the interface between A356 matrix
and SiC coating layer.
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